ANCESTRAL TAROT

Uncover Your Past and Chart your Future

WHAT’S THE BOOK ABOUT?
Ancestral Tarot is a practical, hands-on guide for using tarot to connect with your
ancestors and gain access to their insights for healing, self-protection, and personal
powers.
With a tarot deck in hand, readers will learn how to identify and access ancestral gifts,
messages, powers, protectors, and healers.
Tarot expert Nancy Hendrickson guides readers through the basics of finding recent
ancestors, and navigating the confusing maze of DNA and ethnic heritage. As a longtime
tarot enthusiast, she shows readers how to incorporate a metaphysical tool into a world
of tradition.
Ancestral Tarot spreads are included in relevant chapters. Each chapter includes three
journal prompts that lead readers into self-discovery around ancestral gifts, wounds,
and patterns they may have inherited. The better we know our ancestors, the better we
know ourselves.

An Excerpt From Ancestral Tarot
I’ve spent a lifetime chasing
dead people. I suppose that’s because death came early to the family. When I was one, my grandfather
left the planet. At age three we lost
my week-old brother, at twelve my
grandmother, at fifteen my dad,
and, a year later, a cousin. Death
seemed to be an unwanted guest
that we couldn’t get out the door.
How could I not have an
interest in the Great Beyond when
I knew so many people who lived
there?
Looking back, I realize
that even at a young age, I knew—
somehow— that the ancestors were
part of a special tribe to which I
belonged. As it turns out, I wasn’t
the only person in the family who
was interested in the afterlife. As
an adult, I discovered that my
grandparents had attended séances during which messages were
received from long-gone family.
How improbable, in afterthought,

that their connection to Spirit was
kept secret for so long.
Growing up, I was always
drawn to the past, not only because
of my early experiences with death,
but because both grandmothers
filled my head with stories about
covered wagons and Civil War
raiders. For me, traveling back in
time to see long-gone ancestors
was as normal as meeting friends
for coffee. It is any wonder that I’ve
devoted years to writing countless
books and magazine articles about
the ancestors?
The older I got and the
more paranormal experiences I had,
the more I knew without a doubt
that another world existed beyond
my own. Call it what you will, but
I know with certainty that there
is a time or an energy beyond our
easily visible one. That other place,
the one that’s right alongside us and
sometimes within us, is where the
ancestors dwell. That’s the world
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I’ve been able to touch most of my
life, and it’s the world I want you
to experience firsthand.
When you learn about your
ancestors, you’ll gain a strength
that’s indescribable. While you may
have had hard times with some family when they were still alive, you
have millions more in Spirit who
are cheering you on. There really is
a magic in this work.
Part of that magic is that
you never know what you’re going
to discover. Even as I was writing
this book, testing spreads, and
working out how best to download
my brain to yours, I was constantly
surprised. The messages from
beyond were so simple and yet so
powerful.
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On one occasion, I was
testing a spread, trying to understand why one of my grandmothers and I had had such a difficult
relationship. While pulling cards I
had a sudden memory flash. When
I was very young, I developed a
growth on one of my wrists that was
scheduled to be excised. Grandma
told me that if I wiped the growth
with a used dishcloth, then buried
the cloth under the light of the
moon, the growth would disappear.
I can still see her wiping my wrist,
then walking up behind the garage
to bury the cloth. The next day, the
growth was gone. As I looked back
on that incident, I realized that she
was practicing a very old form of
folk magic.

own time. The choice is always
yours to make.

I learned, thanks to my sister, that almost everything Grandma
did was timed to a specific phase of
the moon. That’s probably why her
vegetable garden flourished. Who
would have thought that all those
memories would emerge thanks to
tarot? That spread alone helped me
understand her more than I ever did
while she lived.

I guarantee there will be
days when you’ll shake your head
at what you’re hearing, wondering
if it’s just some fantasy created for
your own amusement. When one
of my ancestors told me that I’d be
writing seven more books after this
one, I have to admit I thought he
was crazy. On this message—just
like some you’ll receive—only time
will tell. But while we work together,
let’s agree that whatever pops into
your head, or whatever you “see” or
“hear,” is exactly the message you’re
meant to receive—however wacky
it might sound.

Over the years, I have discovered that ancestral work is
multifaceted. You’re going to run
into ancestors who are so excited to
work with you that they practically
jump off the cards. You’ll also find
those who don’t want to be involved
at all. There, too, are those who created family patterns that destroyed
generations. And, of course, you’ll
find the ancestors you loved so
much that touching in with them
can begin to heal even the most
broken of hearts.
I realize that doing Ancestral Tarot can trigger old memories—including hurtful experiences
as well as loving remembrances.
Ancestors—especially the ones you
knew—can be the source of incredible pain or incredible love. You’ll be
working with both throughout this
book. And if an exercise brings up
stuff you don’t want to deal with
today, don’t hesitate to step back.
We all work through issues in our
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As you read through the
chapters, with your tarot cards and
journal at hand, one thing I do want
to ask is that you be open to the
messages you receive. Your ancestors were real people with dreams
as precious as your own, and in
general, they like communicating
with you. While their messages may
sometimes feel as if they are coming
out of left field, for the most part
the ancestors are doing their best
to guide, protect, encourage, heal,
and love you. What’s up to you is
being open enough to recognize
when you’re getting a message and
having the willingness to listen to it.

Ancestral work is sacred
to me, and I hope through this
book it becomes sacred to you. I
understand you may find this to be
a ridiculous statement if your family
experience has been a nightmare. If
that’s so, then my heart goes out to
you. I believe you’ll feel differently
as you work back past the generations and discover the ancestors
that cherish you.
As I was putting this book
together, I thought about the many
ways people communicate with
Spirit. Some become mediums,
while others depend on dreams
or omens. For me, tarot is the
treasure map. Using my cards, I’ve
resolved family issues that were
once ignored, found comfort when

my mother passed over, and experienced healing from a wound I didn’t
even know existed.
I hope this book does the
same for you.
There’s one last thing about
ancestral work that I want you
know. I have turned over every leaf
possible to find my family. But in
the end, what I came to realize is
that the search for ancestors is really about a search for self. Work
with the ancestors and the person
you’ll find is you. So grab a journal,
a couple of tarot decks, a great hunk
of curiosity, and turn the page.
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Praise For Ancestral Tarot
“This is a tarot book of the very best kind. It is a journey to the self through the spirits of those who’ve come
before. It plunges you immediately into the process and, with the author as experienced guide, you’ll learn the
skills needed for each step of the way. The only thing you add is one or more tarot decks, a journal, and the
willingness to explore this little traveled terrain. Highly recommended even for those who don’t know or care
about their lineage, as you’ll find yourself connected to the deepest pathways of life.”
— Mary K. Greer, author of Tarot for Your Self

“Exploring ancestral patterns can be a painful journey, especially when the road is paved with skeletons that
haunt us along the way. Thankfully, Nancy Hendrickson’s valuable book brims with techniques for uncovering
where our ancestral inheritances may have originated and why we sometimes feel the impulse to act them out.
Each exercise magically transforms the ancestral agenda, becoming a curative lesson in freeing ourselves from
repeating outdated stories. Ancestral Tarot is a sound ally and advocate for healing the generational wound.”
—Carrie Paris, creator of The Relative Tarot

“A powerful, revelatory guidebook on using tarot to connect with your ancestors, Hendrickson’s Ancestral Tarot
meets you where you are on your spiritual journey and takes you farther, opening you up to an expansive world
of psychic insight. Learn how to unveil long forgotten ancestral memories and cultivate stronger bonds with
your spirit guides. Hendrickson is an authoritative voice I trust.” —Benebell Wen, author of Holistic Tarot

“Wisdom and insights from those whom we have inherited our diverse cultures and customs are revealed through
Nancy Hendrickson’s accessible tarot-reading techniques. Ancestral Tarot will prove to be a go-to resource for
tarot practitioners.” —Gina G. Thies, author and creator of Tarot of the Moors

“Hendrickson magnificently breaks new ground with Ancestral Tarot. There has never been a tarot book like
this, and we have never needed a book like this as much as we do now. In warm, accessible prose, she opens
exciting new possibilities for using tarot to explore ancestral connection. A must-have on any serious tarot
bookshelf, offering deep, important exercises for personal growth and divinatory practice!”
—Thalassa, creatrix of the San Francisco Bay Area Tarot Symposium and founder of Daughters of Divination
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